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ABSTRACT To actively develop and promote Internet of Things related techniques, we propose a dynamic

and non-centric networking approach using virtual gateway platforms, and evaluate it based on low-power

wide-area networks that adopt the traditional star andmesh topologies. In our approach, for each local device,

we first present a device management method in which two working modes are set to indicate whether

the device works as a virtual gateway (VGW) or provides relay services. Then an internal parameter is

defined to manage the mode by considering the device’s current states, such as battery power remaining,

presence or absence of an external power supply, etc. We thereafter propose a mode switching method

where two time-varying threshold values are configured and help a local device to switch between the two

modes through the use of an internal parameter. Finally, a path determination algorithm is applied to find

routes for data transmission with or without devices playing the role of VGWs. Computer simulation results

indicate that the proposed networking approach can take advantage of both traditional star and mesh systems,

enables dynamic and non-centric changes in network configurations, and finally ensures that in most cases,

the transmission performance is equivalent to or better than that of other network setups.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things (IoT), mesh networks, network topology, low-power wide-area (LPWA),

multi-hop, Wi-SUN, virtual gateway, decentralization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

In recent years, as the number of things in Internet of Things

(IoT) systems has grown, data transmissions among things

has become increasingly complex, and the balance between

communication demands and infrastructure costs is thus

being emphasized [1]–[3]. In contrast to existing short range

wireless communication technologies including Bluetooth

and Wi-Fi, low-power wide-area (LPWA) networking tech-

nology that is designed to allow long range communications

at a low bit rate among connected objects, has emerged and

attracted increasing attention [4]–[10].

There are a number of competing standards and vendors in

the LPWA network space, such as Long Range (LoRa) digital

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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wireless data communication technology1 and wireless smart

utility network (Wi-SUN) communication systems2. The lat-

est experiments show that based on one hop in a LoRa physi-

cal layer (PHY) wide area network, the so-called LoRaWAN

with star topology can transmit data approximately 15 km in

an open area [11], [12]. Similarly, a mesh topology based

Wi-SUN field area network (FAN), which enables devices

to have multiple connections to those around them, can also

create large-scale wireless communication networks with

multiple hops. However, owing to obstacles between devices

and co-channel interference that attenuate desired wireless

signal strength and result in bit errors in realistic wireless

environments [13], [14], how to improve the data rate while

1https://lora-alliance.org
2https://www.wi-sun.org
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expanding the coverage area as far as possible for LPWA

networks is still an open issue [15].

Unfortunately, it is not possible to meet both goals simul-

taneously while providing high-quality service. Colloquially

speaking, in LoRaWAN, changing the spreading factor (SF)

to the maximum (default is 12) and thus improving the

receiver sensitivity can considerably extend the communica-

tion range [16]. However, the use of a larger SF decreases the

bit rate and increases time on air3, so ensuring higher speed

transmission in LoRaWAN is difficult, as a higher number

of data collisions may occur. Likewise, in Wi-SUN FAN,

although more devices are under control through long hop

forwarding, higher latency and lower rates tend to reduce the

quality of service [7]. To solve these issues, researchers sug-

gest deploying more gateways to decrease average access dis-

tance and to improve the data rate without range reduction [6],

[17]–[19]. However, this solution obviously increases the cost

of the network and the system complexity.

B. RELATED STUDIES

Carrying out a general survey of studies involving IoT tech-

nology published over the past several years, we found that

some up to date studies have focused on the star topology

using LoRaWAN with dense device deployment and mul-

tiple gateways [17]–[19]. Specifically, in [17], the authors

employed gateways with multiple receiving antennas to

achieve spatial diversity and evaluated the performance

through theoretical analysis and computer simulations. Their

results show that the use of multiple receiving antennas

in gateways is always beneficial for LoRaWAN. In [18],

a scalability analysis of the above-mentioned LoRaWAN

was performed in an ns-3 module that enables the study

of multiple-gateway networks with thousands of devices.

An adaptive data rate mechanism to configure the communi-

cation parameters of LoRaWANswas proposed and evaluated

in [19]. Although the analysis results agree that increasing

gateway density can ameliorate transmission performance

issues, experimental support is lacking, thereby making it

difficult to apply a system in practice owing to the network

size and associated deployment cost, for example.

On the other hand, drawing on past experience with

Wi-SUN FANs, partial research studies such as those

in [20]–[22] suggest employing a mesh topology based

network structure instead of the traditional star topology.

In particular, the authors in [21], [22] provided a detailed

discussion regarding LoRa mesh networking and evaluated

its performance through real-world experiments. Their results

indicated that the mesh topology approach is one feasible

solution to increase the communication range and packet

delivery ratio without the need to install additional gateways

in LPWA networks.

3A longer time on air usually means that a radio module needs more time
to send the same amount of data, and leads to a higher probability of data
collisions.

Generally, the data relay, as the core of a mesh network

structure, is not only associated with IoT related techni-

cal fields, it has also been actively and widely discussed

regarding user cooperation mechanisms proposed for cellular

communication [23]–[28], and currently, issues concerning

energy consumption need to be clarified and addres-

sed [26], [27]. In brief, the authors in [26] mathematically

analyzed the energy consumption of mobile terminals in cel-

lular networks with the use of data relays, and indicated that

power consumption can be reduced by dynamically selecting

a terminal with the best channel condition as an aggregator

and then relaying data through it. The literature [27] further

confirmed these results via a field experiment using a smart

phone test-bed. However, as other articles have pointed out,

terminals that take responsibility for relaying data may use

more energy and thus, in extreme cases, unexpectedly lose

power. Additionally, it is often assumed that such types of

terminals are always willing to relay data, which may not

always be true or optimal. These are also common problems

encountered in battery-powered IoT devices.

In fact, several reasonable power consumption algorithms

described in [28] have been presented recently for mobile

terminals. The algorithms actually involve a tradeoff between

the consumed energy and the data rate, and are designed for

centralized network structures in which a base station (BS)

needs to collect positions, channel state information, as well

as battery power remaining for all mobile terminals, and

then controls all transmissions based on the above uploaded

information. From the viewpoints of transmission efficiency

and implementation, unfortunately, these methods are not

very suitable for the low bit rates associated with LPWA

systems.

C. OUR CONTRIBUTION

Motivated by the previous studies and in an attempt to break

away from the traditional gateway or BS centric transmission

scenarios, we propose a dynamic and non-centric networking

approach and apply it to LPWA systems. The core of the

proposal is that a time-varying (in the general case) param-

eter is embedded in each local device and helps the device

to decide whether to provide relay services according to

its current states, such as availability of an external power

supply4, battery power remaining, subjective requirements

related to network performance, and so on. Basically, the pro-

posed method can dynamically create a network with either

star or mesh topology, or can enable an extraordinary network

configuration that adopts the characteristics of both the tradi-

tional star andmesh network features; for instance, by balanc-

ing energy consumption among devices while maintaining

system throughput at an acceptable level.

4The external power supply is defined as a traditional alternating/direct-
current power source, or other devices that supply electric power via photo-
voltaic modules.
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Moreover, using the concepts of decentralizat-

ion5 [29]–[31], it is unnecessary for central controllers,

i.e., gateways or BSs, to know all device information and

control all transmission processes. Partial tasks such as deter-

mining whether to provide relay services is performed by

the local devices themselves. Therefore, saving bandwidth

resources and improving communication efficiency is pos-

sible under this scenario. In addition, we currently promote

the proposal on LPWA networks using IoT devices, but it

can also be widely adopted by other wireless communication

systems where a data relay or forwarding strategy is strongly

recommended.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Sect. II, we describe the system architecture under the

considerations discussed previously and explain the proposed

networking approach in greater detail. In Sect. III, details

regarding the employed channel models are provided and

a suitable channel access method is introduced to evaluate

the proposal. In Sect. IV, we present and analyze simulated

results and summarize the key findings. Discussions are pro-

vided in Sect. V, and concluding remarks are presented in

Sect. VI.

Notations: We use upper-case boldface, lower-case bold-

face, and calligraphic font to denote matrices, vectors, and

integer collections, respectively. The size of a collection A

is indicated by |A|, and C
m×n and R

m×n denote the m × n

dimensional complex and real matrix space. The sub-matrix

constructed by extracting the collection of rows R and col-

lection of columns C from a matrix A is denoted by [A]R,C .

We use ‘‘◦’’ to denote the Hadamard product, i.e., [A◦B]i,j =

[A]i,j[B]i,j. To distinguish the νth power of a matrix Aν ,

we use Aν◦ to denote the νth power of A with respect to the

Hadamard product such that Aν◦ ◦ A−ν◦ = I , where ν ∈ R

and I is the identity matrix.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We consider a common wireless communication system in

which a gateway (or BS) and |U | (U := {1, · · · ,U} indexed

with u) devices are uniformly distributed in a coverage area.

For simplicity, both the gateway and devices are equipped

with a single antenna, and uplink data transmission is the

major factor to be taken into consideration. A wired connec-

tion network server is deployed for the system, which per-

forms mathematical calculations, accepts upstream packets,

and sends downstream traffic to devices through the gateway.

An illustration of device and gateway deployments for the

considered system is presented in Fig. 1.

In the present study, the devices and gateway deployed

in the coverage area can create three types of networks: the

traditional star and mesh topologies [32], and the proposal.

The star topology network adopted is one where every device

is directly connected to the gateway without data forward-

ing. The traditional mesh network is a full mesh topology

5Concepts of decentralization have been applied widely in many fields
such as blockchains [31]. A more detailed description can be found
in [29], [30].

FIGURE 1. Illustration of device and gateway deployments for The
wireless communication system considered in this study.

network in which every device has a connection to each of

the other devices in the network. The proposed networking

approach consists of three components: a device manage-

ment method, mode switching method, and path determi-

nation algorithm. We provide their details in the following

subsections.

A. DEVICE MANAGEMENT METHOD

We configure each device in the proposed networking

approach so that it can and must independently work in

one of two modes; one is called the end-device (ED) mode

and the other is a customized mode called the virtual gate-

way (VGW) mode. Currently, a device that operates in the

ED mode is considered as a typical device which only

transmits its own data; and a device working in the VGW

mode is given two tasks: sending its own data, and relay-

ing data received from other devices. A mode switching

method embedded in each device can dynamically determine

which mode should be activated and is described in the next

subsection.

In our proposal, an internal and time-varying parameter

named the ‘‘point’’ is defined for each device. In general,

this parameter increases based on α (where α > 0) after

a device working in the ED mode receives an acknowl-

edgement (ACK) signal, or after a device working in the

VGW mode receives an ACK for a signal it has relayed;

inversely, the parameter is used to decrease kα (with k > 1)

when a device working in the VGW mode responds to a

forwarding request. Here, the parameter k is used to con-

trol the speed at which a point is decreased through the

product kα.

Note that a VGW mode device receiving a negative-

acknowledgement (NAK) signal or transmitting its own data

does not affect the value of its point. Additionally, for a

forward request, the point decreases only one time no matter

how many retransmissions are required. A simple summary

of this device management method indicating how a point is

modified is shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Simple summary of the device management method.

FIGURE 2. Illustration of the mode switching method with
θE2V,u,t = θE2V, θV2E,u,t = θV2E, ∀u, t .

B. MODE SWITCHING METHOD

In our study, we consider two time-varying threshold values

θE2V,u,t and θV2E,u,t , with θE2V,u,t > θV2E,u,t , for each device

to control which mode the device u should work in. Basically,

at the instant t , an ED mode device u will switch to the VGW

mode if its current point exceeds θE2V,u,t ; correspondingly,

a device working in the VGW mode should switch to ED

mode if its point value is less than θV2E,u,t . After a mode

switch takes place, the device informs the gateway of its

current mode.

For clarity Fig. 2 provides an illustration of the mode

switching method with fixed θE2V,u,t = θE2V and θV2E,u,t =

θV2E for all u and t . Specifically, in Fig. 2(a), device 1, which

is working in the VGW mode, relays signals that are trans-

mitted from other devices and decreases its point by (k− 1)α

after accurately demodulating the signals. On the other hand,

devices 2 and 3, which are working in the ED mode, send

data and increase their point values by α after their data are

accurately demodulated. As a result, the more data device 1

relays and the more data devices 2 or 3 send, the more their

points decrease and increase, respectively.

Once the point of device 1 falls below the given threshold

value θV2E, as shown in Fig. 2(b), device 1 switches to the

EDmode and will begin to increase its point value. Similarly,

once the points of devices 2 and 3 exceed their given threshold

value of θE2V, they switch to VGW mode and will begin to

decrease their points based on the quantity of data they relay.

In the case of Fig. 2(b), device 2will switch to the VGWmode

and provide data relaying, while device 3 will continue in ED

mode for some time.

It is noteworthy that as mentioned in Sect. I-C, two thresh-

olds θE2V,u,t and θV2E,u,t can be customized for each device

u and each time instant t based on given conditions such as

whether an external power supply is available. For instance,

a device u can set a smaller value of θV2E,u,t if it is supplied by

an external power source at instant t . In this case, the device

remains in VGW mode and continuously provides relay

services regardless of the local battery power remaining.

Inversely, a device u′ with poor battery performance can set

a larger θE2V,u′,t at the same instant t to remain in ED mode

to conserve power. Thus, flexible configurations of the two

thresholds that consider individual device characteristics can

be easily handled in practice.

C. PATH DETERMINATION ALGORITHM

Determination of the transmission path is considered as a

unicast routing [34] with multi-hop, in which a device can

use other devices working in the VGW mode as relays to

reach the gateway, such as the route from device 1 to the

gateway through device 2 or 3 shown in Fig 1. To ensure that

the proposed path determination algorithm can avoid being

affected by the rapid change of an instantaneous channel

condition (i.e., small-scale fading) and to reduce computa-

tional complexity, we configure the routing process in the

proposal so that it is mainly dominated by the large-scale

fading attenuation among devices, which consists of path loss

and spatially correlated shadowing.

Thus, the received signal on the ith equipment6 transmitted

from the jth equipment at time instant t is written as

yi,j(t) = g
1
2
i,jp

1
2
t,jxi,j(t)+ ni(t), (1)

where xi,j ∈ C for the link between i and j, where i, j ∈ E :=

{1, {u + 1}u∈U } is the modulated signal vector drawn from

a zero-mean Gaussian codebook with unit average power.

ni ∈ C is the additive white Gaussian noise at equipment i

following a complex normal distribution with zero mean and

N0 power per Hertz. pt,j is the transmit power scaling factor

on equipment j. We use gi,j ∈ R to represent the large-scale

fading between i and j, and assume that this fading is known

for the network and is time-invariant. Furthermore, we define

a channel gain matrix for all equipment as G = (gi,j) ∈

R
|E |×|E |, where i (or j)= 1 and i (or j)= u+1, and u ∈ U are

the indexes of the gateway and uth device, respectively. The

problem in this subsection is thereby formulated to finding

a suitable transmission route beginning from an arbitrary j

(except j = 1), and ending at i = 1 (i.e., the gateway) with

the help of G.

It is noteworthy that, based on the above assump-

tions, the large-scale fading coefficients only change when

equipment considerably changes its geographical location.

Therefore, typically, for static or low-speed IoT transmission

scenarios, we can consider that the wireless channels are con-

stant during a channel coherence time [33], i.e., estimates of

the channel gain matrix at gateway and relevant calculations

for path determination are valid in this time interval. For a par-

ticular scenario where high-speed mobility plays an impor-

tant role, due to equipment location changes significantly

during the channel coherence time and small-scale fading

6In the present study, devices and gateway are called ‘‘equipment’’ in
general.
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has to be also taken into consideration, improvement on the

accuracy of channel estimation becomes an unavoidable and

common challenge. In future, based on varying channel con-

ditions, more advanced path determination algorithms will be

proposed to handle the mobility issues for our study.

In general, currently, various routing algorithms are used

for the purpose of deciding which route an incoming data

packet should follow to reach its destination efficiently [34].

To conserve space, this study applies the well-known and

widely used Dijkstra’s algorithm described in [35] to find the

‘‘shortest’’ paths between a source device and a gateway, and

originally the algorithm is denoted by

3θ,φ = D (M, θ, φ) , (2)

where 3θ,φ denotes the outputted paths starting at φ ∈ E

and ending at θ ∈ E . Here, D represents Dijkstra’s algorithm

and its source code is open code. The matrix M is the input

graph. Obviously, the aforementioned word ‘‘shortest’’ is not

suitable for signal propagation. However, because passing

through a wireless channel with larger gain g usually means

lower cost regarding power consumption, we reasonably

regard the channel with the largest gain as the ‘‘shortest’’

path. Mathematically, the matrix G−1◦ thus can be used as

the input graphM for Dijkstra’s algorithm.

To properly fit the proposed mode switching method

described in the above subsection to our network, there are

several constraints applied to the matrix G−1◦ that need to

be clarified. First, to ensure that at each time instant the

source and destination represent different equipment in the

algorithm, we set the diagonal values inG−1◦ to be larger, and

a modified version of matrix G−1◦ applying this constraint is

thus obtained as

C1←
[

G−1◦
]

i,i
= ρ, (3)

where i ∈ E , and ρ > 0 is a huge value. As a example, we can

use the ‘‘inf’’ or ‘‘NaN’’ functions to define ρ in Matlab [36].

Second, considering that only the devices which are work-

ing in VGW mode can relay signals and can be further

selected as valid hop nodes in Dijkstra’s algorithm, we format

another matrix constrained by the above description as

C2 ←
[

G−1◦
]

{1+u}u∈UED
\φ,E
= ρ, (4)

C2 ← [C2]E, {1+u}u∈UED
\φ = ρ, (5)

where UED ⊆ U represents a device collection, and all

devices in this collection are working in ED mode. Note that

because an ED mode device can be a source node in the algo-

rithm, we exclude the source φ from collection {1+ u}u∈UED
,

and the collection UED is obtained by applying the proposed

device management method and mode switching method.

Finally, to reduce the probability of data loss as far as

possible during the amulti-hop transmission, the channel gain

g of each path in the outputted 3θ,φ is strongly expected to

be larger than the gain of a single hop in the star topology

Algorithm 1 Path Determination Algorithm

1 Input: E , UED, gi,j∀i, j ∈ E , θ ∈ E , φ ∈ E , ρ;

2 Output: 3θ,φ ;

3 Initialization: G = (gi,j) ∈ R
|E |×|E |;

4 %E := {1, {u+ 1}u∈U }, U is device collection, UED is

ED mode worked device collection, gi,j is the large-scale

fading between i and j, φ is the starting device, θ is the

end device, ρ is a large positive number, 3θ,φ is the

outputted path;

5 %Modification of G−1◦ for constraint 1;

6 Ginv = G−1◦;

7 foreach i ∈ E do

8 [Ginv]i,i = ρ;

9 end

10 C1 = Ginv;

11 %Modification of G−1◦ for constraint 2;

12 Ginv = G−1◦;

13 E ′ = {1+ u}u∈UED
\φ;

14 foreach i ∈ E ′ do

15 [Ginv]i,E = ρ;

16 end

17 foreach i ∈ E ′ do

18 [Ginv]E, i = ρ;

19 end

20 C2 = Ginv;

21 %Modification of G−1◦ for constraint 3;

22 Ginv = G−1◦;

23 foreach i, j ∈ E do

24 if g−1i,j > g−1θ,φ then

25 [Ginv]i,j = ρ;

26 end

27 end

28 C3 = Ginv;

29 %Output path, D(·) is the Dijkstra’s algorithm [35];

30 3θ,φ = D

(

1
3 (C1 + C2 + C3) , θ, φ

)

;

system. Based on this fact, we generate a matrix with this

final constraint as

C3←
[

G−1◦
]

î,ĵ
= ρ, (6)

where

î, ĵ = argi,j∈E

(

g−1i,j > g−1θ,φ

)

. (7)

Consequently, according to (2), the outputted routing paths

3θ,φ can be found by solving

3θ,φ = D





1

3

3
∑

q=1

Cq, θ, φ



 . (8)

For better understanding, we conclude the proposed path

determination algorithm in Algorithm 1.
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FIGURE 3. Examples of matrices G and G−1◦, and their variations C1, C2,
and C3 with destination θ = 1, source φ = 4, UED = {2, 3}, and ρ = ∞.

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the matrices G and G−1◦

and their variations C1, C2, and C3 considering the afore-

mentioned three constraints with destination θ = 1 (i.e.,

the gateway), source φ = 4, UED = {2, 3}, and ρ = ∞.

The matrix inputted to the algorithm D is also indicated by

the last matrix in the figure. In this case, the outputted path

31,4 is 1 ← 2 ← 6 ← 4, and the cost of this multi-hop

routing is 9, which is lower than the cost of the single hop

path 1← 4.

III. CHANNEL MODELS AND ACCESS METHOD

In this section, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposal, we provide detailed descriptions of the wireless

channel models and the access method employed in our

simulations. The channel consists of several classic propa-

gation models, and a suitable and effective access method is

considered and included in our current study.

A. CHANNEL MODEL

Considering the traditional IoT transmission environments,

we assume that devices and gateway are static or have low

mobility. From a communications point of view, this assump-

tion suggests and ensures that channel conditions around the

equipment are mainly affected by the variation of large-scale

fading and thus do not change rapidly. Commonly, the large-

scale fading attenuation between equipment i and j, i.e., gi,j,

given in (1) can be further extended and written as

gi.j = d
−ζ
i,j × 100.1si,j , (9)

where di,j denotes the distance between equipment j and i

in meters, and si,j is the shadowing attenuation from j to

i in decibels. The first term on the right-hand side of (9),

i.e., d
−ζ
i,j , is the path loss between two devices or a device and

the gateway, and is usually modeled by a distance-dependent

power function with base di,j and exponent −ζ [37], [38].

The second term on the right-hand side of (9), i.e., 100.1si,j ,

represents the spatially correlated shadowing coefficient

between equipment j and i, where si,j ∀i, j is a Gaussian

random variable (RV) following a normal distribution with

mean µi,j and variance σ 2
i,j. Previous experiments indicated

that for the case when the gateway has the same height as the

devices, shadowing auto-correlation and shadowing cross-

correlation, i.e., the correlation between the RVs si,j and si,j′

for j 6= j′, and the correlation between the RVs si,j and si′,j
for i 6= i′, both can be modeled via an exponential decay

function [39].

Based on this fact and to reduce system complexity,

we assume that gateways are basically higher than devices

within a limited difference, and reciprocity applies to the

shadowing process (i.e., si,j = sj,i ∀i, j). According to a

method that originally is proposed in [39] and later adopted

by [25], the coefficient of spatially correlated shadowing

si,j can thus be generated by the positions of equipment.

Mathematically, si,j is calculated by

si,j = µi,j + σi,j

√

2

Nc

Nc
∑

nc=1

cos
(

2π
(

fTh,nczh,j + fTv,nczv,j

+ fRh,nczh,i + fRv,nczv,i
)

+ ψnc

)

, (10)

where Nc represents the number of sinusoids for the gen-

eration of correlated shadowing. zh,i and zv,i denote the

horizontal and vertical position coordinates of equipment i,

respectively. ψnc represents uniformly distributed RV in the

range of [0, 2π ).

The coefficients fTh,nc , fTv,nc , fRh,nc , and fRv,nc in (10)

are frequency RVs for shadowing generation, and can be

calculated by
{

fTh,nc = fnc cos
(

ψT,nc

)

, fTv,nc = fnc sin
(

ψT,nc

)

fRh,nc = fnc cos
(

ψR,nc

)

, fRv,nc = fnc sin
(

ψR,nc

)

,
(11)

where fnc is further expressed as

fnc =
ln 2

2πdcor

√

1
(

1− ωnc
)2
− 1, (12)

where dcor denotes the shadowing correlation distance in

meters [40], and ωnc is a RV uniformly distributed over the

range of [0, 1]. The coefficients ψT,nc and ψR,nc in (11) both

are uniformly distributed RVs over [0, 2π ).

B. CHANNEL ACCESS METHOD

In practice, various channel access methods have been

widely adopted in LPWA systems. For instance, a sim-

ple protocol named slotted Additive Links On-line Hawaii

Area (ALOHA) was introduced in LoRaWANs as a random

medium access method [41], [42]. The core of this protocol

is to decrease data collisions by retransmitting after a spec-

ified wait time. Another well-known access method worth

mentioning is carrier-sense multiple access with collision

avoidance (CSMA/CA), which is beneficial in Wi-SUNs [7]

and wireless local area networks (WLANs). In this access

method, carrier sensing is used, while devices attempt to

avoid collisions by beginning transmission only after the

communication channel is sensed to be free [43], [44].

In general, although the channel access methods employed

in LoRaWAN and Wi-SUN are quite different, their primary
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FIGURE 4. Example of data transmission with use of |U | = 3, α = 1, k = 2, θE2V,u,t = 0, and θV2E,u,t = −2 for all u and t . Points are initialized to
zero and VGW is the default mode for all devices.

purpose is to reduce the probability of signal collisions as far

as possible and thereby improve system throughput. To better

focus on evaluating the proposed networking approach pre-

sented in Sect. II, we overlook the effects of channel access

methods and consider a simplified transmission scenario for

all related network deployments, in which no signal collisions

are assumed.

More specifically, we force the uth device with u ∈ U to

send its first data packet to the gateway following the route

defined by 31,u+1 and other devices are kept silent. Once

the transmission of this packet reaches the gateway, a time

interval ǫ is used for all devices to refresh their current mode

(ED or VGW) according to the proposed device management

and mode switching methods. Thereafter, a routing result

31,u′+1 for device u′ = u + 1 is outputted by the path

determination algorithm, and the u′th device then sends its

first data packet to the gateway following this route. After the

first data packets of |U | devices are transported, the second,

third, and additional packets are continuously sent by all

devices in the same manner described above.

Note that in the present access method, when a packet error

is detected at an arbitrary receiver in a given transmission

route, retransmission is requested from the corresponding

transmitter. If retransmission fails many times and reaches a

maximum number, the packet has to be dropped. All devices

then refresh their modes, and the next device is allowed to

send its packet.

Fig. 4, shows an example of data transmission using the

proposal based on the Wi-SUN technique with U = {1, 2, 3},

α = 1, k = 2, θE2V,u,t = 0, and θV2E,u,t = −2 for all u ∈ U

and t . We use Datau,n to represent the nth data packet sent by

the uth device to the gateway, set VGW as the default mode,

and initialize the point as zero for all devices. Details at time

instant t for these devices are explained as follows:

• at τ1, after route 31,2 = 1 ← 3 ← 2 (where ‘‘1’’,

‘‘2’’, and ‘‘3’’ denote the gateway, device 1, and device 2,

respectively) is found, device 1 requests to send (RTS)

its first data packet Data1,1 to device 2 and waits to

receive a clear to send (CTS) signal;

• at τ2, after the request for sending Data1,1 is acknowl-

edged, device 2 decreases its point to -2 according to

TABLE 1, receives Data1,1, and begins to relay it to the

gateway. Note that because the transmission of Data1,1
is not complete, mode switching is not activated;

• at τ3, once Data1,1 is successfully received at the gate-

way, device 2 updates its point to -1. After waiting a time

interval ǫ for mode switching and path determination,

device 2 starts to send its first packet Data2,1 to the

gateway following the assumed route 31,3 = 1← 3;

• at τ4, although Data2,1 is received by the gateway,

device 2 keeps its point as -1 because of the middle

rule in TABLE 1. After waiting a time interval ǫ, device

3 begins to send its first packet Data3,1 to the gateway

following the assumed route 31,4 = 1← 4;

• at τ5, similar to τ4, the gateway receives the packet

Data3,1 and device 3 keeps its point as 0. After waiting a

time interval ǫ, device 1 starts to send its second packet

Data1,2 to device 2 following the route 31,2;

• at τ6, similar to τ2, after the request for sending Data1,2
is acknowledged, device 2 decreases its point to -3,

receives the Data1,2, and begins to relay it to the gate-

way;

• at τ7, when Data1,2 is received at the gateway, device

2 increases its point to -2. Because θV2E,u,t = −2, device

2 switches its mode to ED during the time interval ǫ,

and starts to send its second packet Data2,2 following

the route 31,3;

• at τ8, after Data2,2 is received at the gateway, device

2 which is working in EDmode, increases its point to -1;

• at τ9, similar to τ5, the gateway receives the packet

Data3,2 and device 3 keeps its point as 0. After waiting

a time interval ǫ, device 1 starts to send packet Data1,3
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to device 3 following the different assumed route of

3′1,2 = 1 ← 4 ← 2, noting that device 2 cannot relay

data while operating in the ED mode;

• at τ10, after the request for sending Data1,3 is acknowl-

edged, device 3 decreases its point to -2 according to

TABLE 1, receives the Data1,3, and begins to relay it to

the gateway;

• at τ11, because Data1,3 is successfully received at the

gateway, device 3 increases its point to -1. After waiting

a time interval ǫ, device 2 starts to send packet Data2,3
to the gateway following the route 31,3;

• at τ12, because device 2 is working in ED mode,

when the transmission of Data2,3 is complete, device

2 increases its point to 0 and switches mode to VGW;

• at τ13, the gateway receives the packet Data3,3 and

device 3 keeps its point as -1. After waiting a time

interval ǫ, device 1 starts to send packet Data1,4 to

device 2 following the route 31,2;

• τ14, τ15, and τ16 are the same as τ2, τ3, and τ4,

respectively.

IV. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

To analyze and evaluate the proposed networking approach

presented in Sect. II, we demonstrate a series of data transfers

using computer simulations based on star and mesh topolo-

gies as well as the proposal. In the current study, original

data generated by all devices is attenuated through wireless

channels which aremodeled in the first subsection of Sect. III,

and channels are accessed following the given channel access

method introduced in the second subsection of Sect. III. After

all data packets are transferred, we evaluate and analyze

system throughputs, energy consumption, and other statistical

properties for all of the network setups, and finally discuss

some key findings.

A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

In our simulations, a homogeneous7 area with length Rlen
and width Rwid is considered. As shown in Fig. 5, a gate-

way is deployed at the origin of the coordinate system and

|U | devices are uniformly distributed in the coverage area.

With consideration that Wi-SUN is one of the most popular

LPWA technologies in Japan, uplink transmission performed

in Wi-SUNs is our major objective, and packet forwarding

is not supported in star topology based systems but can be

adopted in mesh topology networks or in the proposal.

The compliant standard for Wi-SUN is IEEE 802.15.4g

and we employ Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK)

as the frequency modulation scheme. To generate GFSK

signals, we set modulation order and index which represent

the size of symbol alphabet and the ratio of the bandwidth

occupied around the carrier equal to 2 and 1, respectively.

The bandwidth time product which is defined as the product

of bandwidth and symbol time for the Gaussian pulse shape

7When describing a material or system, the term ‘‘homogeneous’’ indi-
cates having the same properties at every point in space; in other words, being
uniform, without irregularities.

FIGURE 5. Deployment of gateway and devices for the considered
simulation parameters. The number in the range of 1 to 30 denotes the
index of a device.

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

is set to 0.5 as a common value in Wi-SUN systems [7]. The

detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 2.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 6 shows a comparison of system throughputs versus

device transmit power calculated for the star, mesh, and the

proposed networking approaches. Although the two threshold

values θE2V,u,t and θV2E,u,t in the proposal can be dynam-

ically set for each device in practice, to reasonably reduce

the computational complexity of the simulations without loss

of generality, for all of devices and arbitrary time instants,

we fix the threshold θE2V,u,t to θE2V = 0, and assign θV2E =

−2,−200,−400,−800,−1200 to θV2E,u,t , respectively.
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of system throughputs versus device transmit
power calculated using star, mesh, and the proposed network topologies.

This figure indicates that three completely different

throughput representations exist across the entire transmit

power range. Specifically, in the case where the transmit

power of each device is below to -4 dBm, the mesh topology

method exhibited the best throughput performance; inversely,

higher throughput can be achieved by the star topology net-

work corresponding to the case in which the transmit power

of each device is greater than 4 dBm. Interestingly, in the

range between -4 dBm and 4 dBm, although the proposed net-

workingmethodwith various threshold settings demonstrated

different throughput curves, a set of threshold parameters

θE2V and θV2E that reaches the highest throughput among the

network topologies in this transmit power range can always

be found.

One of the major reasons why the throughput in the star

topology network is inferior to that in the mesh network

within the lower transmit power range is the large number

of packet losses caused by the lower signal strength at the

receiver. In this situation, the received signal strength is

significantly affected by a poor communication environment

and/or longer average access distance.

In addition, since shorter average access distance caused by

the creation of multiple relay transmissions, packet loss has

not been significantly observed in the mesh network within

this lower transmit power range. In contrast, providing greater

transmit power or better channel conditions cannot consid-

erably improve the throughput in the mesh setup, because

a number of relay operations calculated by the path deter-

mination algorithm must be performed, and packet delivery

time is then extended because of these relays. Consequently,

mesh topology achieves constant result throughout, even with

change in transmit power.

On the other hand, by setting ED or VGW modes at each

device and switching them based on the related thresholds,

the proposal can be considered as a partially connected and

dynamically changing mesh topology, which can take advan-

tage of both the star and the traditional mesh systems, thereby

resulting in an improvement in throughput across the entire

transmit power range.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of different transmission characteristics
calculated using star, mesh, and the proposed network topologies for a
given device transmit power.

To further evaluate the proposal from the viewpoint of

energy cost, Figs. 7(a), (b), and (c), show the standard devi-

ations for device consumption energy, system consumption

energy, and system energy efficiency (EE) calculated for

the star, mesh, and proposed networking approaches, respec-

tively. To reduce computational cost and with a considera-

tion of that gateways are commonly connected with external
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power supplies, in the current study, we assume that the con-

sumed energy can approximately be calculated as the product

of transmit power and packet delivery time. The system EE

is then defined as a ratio of system delivered bits and system

consumption energy. For brevity, we focus on θE2V = 0 and

θV2E = −400 threshold values for the proposal across the

entire transmit power range same as in Fig. 6.

The subfigure (a) indicates that the energy consumption

of devices in the traditional mesh system has the greatest

standard deviation. This result verifies that compared to the

star topology network, the mesh setup improves throughput

performance by consistently using devices which have good

channel conditions to provide data forwarding and hence

consumemore energy as relay nodes. In contrast, the proposal

drives these inactive devices in the data forwarding process

to relay packets and provides some opportunities for the

active devices to rest; consequently, the proposal balances

the consumed energy among all devices to the greatest extent

possible.

Furthermore, the star network has the similar standard

deviation as the proposal in the transmit power ranged from

-10 to 10 dBm. However, for large transmit power, since all of

devices can successfully deliver their packets without retrans-

mission, the consumed energy for sending these packets on

each device is identical, and thereby the standard deviation of

the star system approaches zero with the increasing of device

transmit power.

The total consumed energy of the three systems shown in

subfigure (b) supports the above analysis and provides similar

results as subfigure (a). In addition, the system EE of the

three networking approaches versus device transmit power

is shown in subfigure (c). The results further indicate that

the lower the transmit power (and/or the worse the channel

conditions), the greater the system EE of the mesh topology

system; on the contrary, the higher the transmit power (and/or

the better the channel conditions), the greater the system EE

of the star topology system. Regarding the proposal, we can

consider it as a dynamic network setup that bridges the gap

between the star and the traditional mesh setups.

Thereafter, we attempted to clarify the relationships among

the three networking approaches mentioned in the present

study. To accomplish this, the curve of a customized coef-

ficient ηθE2V,θV2E ranging from 0 to 1 versus the difference

between thresholds θE2V and θV2E, i.e., θE2V−θV2E, is shown

in Fig. 8. The coefficient ηθE2V,θV2E is defined by the formula

ηθE2V,θV2E = 1−
β
pro&mesh
θE2V,θV2E

βstar&mesh
, (13)

where β
pro&mesh
θE2V,θV2E

is the square root of the second instant of

the differences between the throughputs of the proposed and

the mesh systems across the entire transmit power range

with parameters θE2V and θV2E. Similarly, βstar&mesh is the

square root of the second instant of the differences between

the throughputs of the star and mesh systems. According to

the above description, the transmission performance of the

FIGURE 8. Relationship between a customized coefficient ηθE2V,θV2E
and

the difference between thresholds θE2V and θV2E used to compare the
similarity of the proposed, mesh, and star systems.

proposal will be similar to that of the traditional mesh setup as

ηθE2V,θV2E increases, and finally produces the same outputs as

the outputs of the mesh topology systemwhen ηθE2V,θV2E = 1.

Inversely, the outputs will be similar to those of the star

topology system with decreasing ηθE2V,θV2E . Mathematically,

ηθE2V,θV2E can be calculated as

ηθE2V,θV2E = 1−

√

∑

pt

(

c
pro
pt,θE2V,θV2E

− cmesh
pt

)2

√

∑

pt

(

cstarpt
− cmesh

pt

)2
, (14)

where c
pro
pt , c

mesh
pt

, and cstarpt
denote the throughputs obtained

by the proposed, mesh, and star networking approaches with

device transmit power equal to pt, respectively.

Figure 8 indicates that the coefficient ηθE2V,θV2E increases

with increasing θE2V− θV2E, and approaches unity as θE2V−

θV2E approaches infinity. The result suggests that the greater

the difference between θE2V and θV2E is, the more similar

the transmission performances of the proposal and mesh

configuration will be. In fact, the gap between the threshold

values θE2V and θV2E in the proposedmode-switchingmethod

indirectly represents a switching period in which the device

switches its mode. A longer period usually means that a

device takes more time when determining whether to remain

in its current mode. Because the VGW mode (allowing data

forwarding) is the initial mode and the two threshold values

are time-invariant for all devices in the current simulations,

introducing an unlimited time period, i.e., θE2V−θV2E→∞,

in the proposal causes the arrangement of the equipment to

become the traditional mesh topology, thereby yielding the

same transmission performance.

For a dynamic switching period, i.e., θE2V,u,t−θV2E,u,t that

varies over device index u and time instant t , the changes

of throughput and other transmission performances become

more complex, and are difficult to measure without more

specific and practical parameter settings. However, because

a partially connected and dynamically changing mesh setup
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is one of the fundamental features of the proposed network-

ing approach and thus will not change, similar results to

those described in the previous statements are predicted.

To perform additional analyses and evaluations considering

the dynamic switching period, flexible configurations in these

thresholds that consider individual device characteristics will

be addressed based on experiments in our future work.

V. DISCUSSION

In practice, both the star and traditional mesh systems

have several limitations that are difficult to overcome. For

instance, (a) using the star topology to create a network using

devices with a built-in power supply will result in insufficient

power, or propagation attenuation will be significant; or (b)

using mesh topology in the case where each device has larger

transmit power capability or where channel conditions are

good, neither (a) nor (b) is practical. Actually, dynamically

deciding on whether to adopt a star or mesh network topol-

ogy is difficult for operators, in particular when having to

monitor the battery power remaining in thousands of devices

in real time and dynamically estimating the channel status.

Consumers who do not have a background in communication

will be at a loss to understand the complexities involved.

According to the results presented in Sect. IV, the proposed

networking approach can adopt the advantages of both star

and mesh based systems, enable dynamic changes in network

configuration, and finally ensure that its transmission perfor-

mance is comparable to that of other topologies in most cases.

By adopting the proposal, the decision process regarding

network topology can be skipped, and thus this IoT technique

can be widely accepted and more easily used to the benefit of

general consumers.

Moreover, the core of the proposal is based on the concept

of decentralization. The working mode (ED or VGW) can be

decided and managed autonomously by a device according

to the device’s state rather than by a gateway. For instance,

assuming that energy for a battery-powered device is also

derived from external sources such as direct current power,

solar power, or thermal energy, then by increasing the gap

between the two thresholds and switching to VGW mode,

a device can continuously provide relay services to improve

system performances without requiring permission from the

gateway, or when a device is low on power, by decreasing

the gap and switching to ED mode, the device can complete

its data transfer with the help of other devices. Basically,

decisions by the gateway are limited, and each device in

the proposal plays an important role and acts in intelligent

fashion.

Other valuable subjects should be investigated and solved

in the near future. For instance, in the current study, a suit-

able channel access method is introduced in Sect. III-B to

reduce the computational cost for simulations. Actually, slot-

ted ALOHA, CSMA/CA, and other existing access methods

have been adopted and used in LoRaWAN, Wi-SUN FAN,

and other LPWA systems. In future work, we will evalu-

ate those common access methods for our proposed system

and perform various experiments to evaluate the proposal in

practice.

VI. CONCLUSION

To actively develop and promote IoT related techniques,

this study proposed a dynamic and non-centric networking

approach using virtual gateway platforms, and evaluated it

based on LPWA techniques through comparisons using the

traditional star and mesh networks. In our approach, we first

presented a device management method for each local device,

in which two working modes, ED and VGW, are controlled to

indicate whether or not the device provides relay services, and

an internal parameter named the ‘‘point’’ is defined tomanage

mode switching by considering the device’s current state,

such as battery power remaining. We thereafter proposed a

mode switching method where two time-varying threshold

values are configured and help each local device to switch

between the two modes based on its point value. Finally,

a path determination algorithm was selected and applied to

find routes for data transmission with or without using the

devices playing the role of a VGW. Computer simulation

results indicated that the proposed networking approach can

use the advantages of both traditional star and mesh systems,

enables dynamic and non-centric changes in network config-

uration, and finally ensures that, in most cases, the transmis-

sion performance is comparable or better than that of other

network setups.
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